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 DVX™ VISTA POLARIZED SUNGLASSES COMBINE ADVANCED PROTECTION WITH  
SUPERIOR GLARE-CUTTING PERFORMANCE 

 
Comfortable, Lightweight Half-Frame Design Makes DVX Vista Ideal for Outdoor Action 

 
The DVX™ Vista is available with Polarized Green Mirror Lenses, providing outdoor enthusiasts with occupational 
grade eye protection and sharp, crystal clear vision in a wide range of conditions. 
 
The key to these stylish shades’ performance is advanced polarized lenses combining a versatile Amber tint with an 
emerald green multi-coat mirror surface. Together, this design amplifies color contrast and provides crisp, high-
definition visual acuity in a wide range of environments. These lenses provide 100% protection against the sun’s 
damaging rays, while advanced 8-layer polarization eliminates distracting glare.  This combination makes these 
glasses ideal for wear in any highly reflective environment, such as when driving, boating and fishing.   
 
These high-performance lenses are complemented by the DVX Vista’s distinctive Gloss Black frame.  This lightweight 
half-frame design delivers unobstructed vision and a comfortable, secure fit during a wide range activities, thanks in 
part to its adjustable nose bridge and temple tips.   
 
Like all DVX Sun + Safety Eyewear models, the polarized DVX Vista is engineered to provide OSHA-grade vision 
protection.  These glasses meet stringent ANSI-Z87 High Velocity and High Mass Impact standards, for protection 
against a wide range of dangers encountered on the job, on the road or in the great outdoors.  All DVX frames are 
fashioned from virtually indestructible DuPont™ Hytrel® thermoplastic polyester elastomer, a lightweight material that 
combines the flexibility of rubbers, the strength of plastics and the formulation of thermoplastics.  
 
Quality DVX Sun + Safety eyewear is offered at prices below what one would expect to pay for this level of quality, 
performance and OSHA-rated protection. The polarized DVX Vista retails for just $78.  
 
The full line of DVX eyewear is available in approximately 2,800 Walmart Vision Centers nationwide.  To learn more 
about the DVX Vista with Polarized Green Mirror Lenses, or the entire line of DVX Sun + Safety eyewear, visit 
dvxeyewear.com. 
 
 
Editor’s Note:  For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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